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ABSTRACT
We introduce Roe Neural Networks (RoeNets) that can predict the discontinuity of the hyperbolic
conservation laws (HCLs) based on short-term discontinuous and even continuous training data. Our
methodology is inspired by Roe approximate Riemann solver (P. L. Roe, J. Comput. Phys., vol. 43,
1981, pp. 357–372), which is one of the most fundamental HCLs numerical solvers. In order to
accurately solve the HCLs, Roe argues the need to construct a Roe matrix that fulfills "Property U",
including diagonalizable with real eigenvalues, consistent with the exact Jacobian, and preserving
conserved quantities. However, the construction of such matrix cannot be achieved by any general
numerical method. Our model made a breakthrough improvement in solving the HCLs by applying
Roe solver under a neural network perspective. To enhance the expressiveness of our model, we
incorporate pseudoinverses into a novel context to enable a hidden dimension so that we are flexible
with the number of parameters. The ability of our model to predict long-term discontinuity from a
short window of continuous training data is in general considered impossible using traditional ma-
chine learning approaches. We demonstrate that our model can generate highly accurate predictions
of evolution of convection without dissipation and the discontinuity of hyperbolic systems from
smooth training data.
1 Introduction
Hyperbolic conservation law (HCL) is a long-standing subject in the fields of magnetohydrodynamics [8], hydrody-
namics [3], aerodynamic [18], combustion physics [33], and nuclear physics [29]. It is often challenging to develop
advanced numerical HCL solvers that is capable of simultaneously resolving small-scale flow structures [12, 24] and
capturing discontinuities [1][4].
Generally speaking, numerical methods discretize the HCL problems into grids, which can be seen approximately as
Riemann problems on a local scale [11] [7][37] [20] [31]. The Riemann problem is a hyperbolic partial differential
equation (PDE), with initial data comprised of two constant states, separated by a single discontinuity. Many pieces of
research have been devoted to the Riemann problem, since solutions to Riemann problems may give exact solutions
to complex nonlinear equations, such as the Euler equations [34]. Therefore, the development of mathematical theory
of HCLs relies extensively on the understanding originated in studies of Riemann problems.
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Integrating the Riemann problem into numerically solving HCLs can be traced back to the work of Godunov [10].
Godunov’s method is only first-order accurate in both space and time, but gives solutions that preserve monotonicity
of the data. It is widely used as a base scheme for developing higher-order methods [36]. While Godunov’s method
solves the Riemann problem exactly, most modern methods use approximate Riemann solvers for lower computational
cost. The approximate Riemann solver can also be designed so as to make the overall numerical solver more robust,
by avoiding physically irrelevant solution states.
In 1981, Phil Roe introduced the Roe solver, a linearized Riemann solver, which improves the performance of Go-
dunov’s method (less cost and less dissipation). The Roe solver involves finding an estimate for the intercell numerical
flux at the interface between two computational cells, on some discretised space-time computational domain. The
elegance of the method lies in the fact that the linearization also preserves the non-linear behaviors such as shocks and
contact discontinuities [28].
The Roe solver consists of finding a Roe matrix A˜ that is assumed constant between two cells, and the construction of
the Roe matrix has to fulfill "Property U" : being diagonalizable with real eigenvalues, being consistent with the exact
Jacobian, and preserving conserved quantities. Insofar as current numerical methods, the construction of such matrix
cannot be attained.
We propose an effective approach to solve HCLs by applying Roe solver under a neural network perspective. Given the
diagonalization of the Roe matrix A˜ = L−1ΛL, our model consists of two networks which learnL andΛ respectively.
Using neural networks to directly approximate L and Λ is ineffective, since the number of learning parameters is
limited by the number of components. To enhance the expressiveness of our model, we apply pseudoinverses in a
novel context by replacing L−1 with L+ = (LTL)−1LT to enable a hidden dimension so that we are flexible with
the number of parameters.
Compared with a standard numerical Roe solver, our model exhibits higher accuracy and efficiency, as well as a
much stronger expressive power. We examine our model’s ability to solve multiple first-order linear hyperbolic PDEs
varying from one to three components and furthermore, a Riemann problem with non-linear flux function, the Sod
shock tube problem. The results show that our model can successfully predict these problems with high accuracy and
strong robustness. Most importantly, we show our model is capable of predicting discontinuity with smooth training
data for Burgers’ equation without dissipation. The ability of our model to predict long-term discontinuity from a
short window of continuous training data is in general considered impossible if using traditional machine learning
approaches.
In summary, we propose RoeNet, which makes the following contributions:
• Provide an effective approach to solving HCLs by applying Roe solver under a neural network perspective.
• Apply pseudoinverses in a novel context to enable a hidden dimension that enhance expressiveness of the
neural networks.
• Exhibit high accuracy and strong robustness in solving HCLs with different number of components.
• Outperform Roe solver in better capturing the discontinuities in Riemann problems with both linear and
nonlinear flux functions.
• Succeed in predicting long-term discontinuity from a short window of smooth training data.
2 Background and related work
Riemann solvers
Computing the numerical flux across a discontinuity in the Riemann problem is the primary goal of Riemann solvers.
Typically the right and left states for the Riemann problem are calculated using some form of nonlinear reconstruction,
such as a Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) Scheme [12] or a WENO method [17], and then used as the input for
the Riemann solver. Some Riemann solvers other than the Godunov scheme [10] and the Roe solver [28] introduced
previously include the HLL family of solvers. HLL stands for Harten, Lax, and van Leer, who first proposed a method
of this kind [12]. The central idea is to assume a wave configuration for the solution that consists of two waves
separating three constant states. Some various derivatives of HLL solver are HLLE (Harten, Lax, Leer, and Einfeldt)
solver [12, 9] and HLLC (Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact) solver [35]. More recently, Rotated-hybrid Riemann solvers
were introduced by Hiroaki Nishikawa and Kitamura, in order to overcome the carbuncle problems of the Roe solver
and the excessive diffusion of the HLLE solver at the same time [22].
Deep learning solvers
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Approximating discontinuous functions with deep learning network has theoretical foundation in various literature,
e.g., Yarosky’s [38] work on the Hölder space, Petersen and Voigtlaender [25] on piece-wise smooth functions,
Imaizumi and Fukumizu [15] on DNN outperforming linear estimators and Suzuki’s study [32] on deep learning’s
higher adaptivity to spatial inhomogeneity of the target function. With above-mentioned theoretical cornerstone, a
Physics Informed Neural Network (PINN) is proposed by Raissi, et al [26] to provide data-driven solutions to non-
linear problems, employing the well-known capacity of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) as universal function approxi-
mators [14]. Among its notable features, PINN maintains symmetry, invariance and conservation principles deriving
from physical laws that governs observed data [39]. Michoski et al’s work [21] show that without any regularization,
irregular solutions to PDE can be captured. Mao et al. used PINN to approximate solutions to high-speed flows by
formulating the Euler equation and initial/boundary conditions into the loss function[19]. However, in Mao’s setting,
PINN does not solve the forward problems as accurately as the traditional numerical methods. By incorporating
invariants and data a priori known to loss functions, such DNNs are also less adaptive to different kinds of problems.
3 Methods
3.1 Hyperbolic conservation laws
A one dimensional HCL is a first-order partial differential equation (PDE) of the form
∂u
∂t
+
∂F (u)
∂x
= 0, (1)
with a initial condition
u(t = t0, x) = u0(x), (2)
and a proper boundary condition. Here u = (u(1), u(2), · · · , u(Nc)) with Nc components is called the conserved
quantity, while F = (F (1), F (2), · · · , F (Nc)) is the flux. The variable t ∈ [t0, tT ] denotes time, while x ∈ Ω is the
space variable.
We remark that for the discontinuous solution, (1) is interpreted as a weak solution satisfying∫ ∫
[t0,tT ]×Ω
u
∂φ
∂t
+ F
∂φ
∂x
dtdx = 0, (3)
where φ is an arbitrary test function with a smooth and compact support.
In addition, (1) can be written in a high dimensional form
∂u
∂t
+
Nd∑
i=1
∂Fi(u)
∂xi
= 0. (4)
If we can successfully solve (1), (4) can be solved spontaneously by applying the method of approximating ∂F (u)/∂x
to approximate ∂Fi(u)/∂xi.
3.2 Roe solver
The Roe solver [28] discretizes (1) as
u
n+1
j = u
n
j − λr
(
Fˆ
n
j+ 1
2
− Fˆ n
j− 1
2
)
, (5)
where λr = ∆t/∆x is the ratio of the temporal step size ∆t to the spatial step size ∆x; j = 1, ..., Ng is the grid node
index; and
Fˆ
n
j+ 1
2
= Fˆ (unj ,u
n
j+1) (6)
with
Fˆ (u,v) =
1
2
[
F (u) + F (v) − |A˜(u,v)|(v − u)
]
. (7)
Here, Roe matrix A˜ that is assumed constant between two cells, and must obey the following Roe conditions (termed
property U):
1. Diagonalizable with real eigenvalues: ensures that the new linear system is truly hyperbolic.
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2. Consistency with the exact Jacobian: when uj ,uj+1 → u, we demand that A˜(uj ,uj+1) = ∂F (u)/∂x.
3. Conserving Fj+1 − Fj = A˜(uj+1 − uj).
From the first Roe condition, matrix A˜ can be diagonalized as
A˜ = L−1ΛL. (8)
Therefore, |A˜(u,v)| can be interpreted as
|A˜| = L−1|Λ|L. (9)
Substituting (6), (7) and (9) into (5) along with the third Roe condition yields
u
n+1
j =u
n
j −
1
2
λr[L
−1
j+ 1
2
(Λj+ 1
2
− |Λj+ 1
2
|)Lj+ 1
2
(unj+1 − u
n
j )
+L−1
j− 1
2
(Λj− 1
2
+ |Λj− 1
2
|)Lj− 1
2
(unj − u
n
j−1)],
(10)
with
L
n
j+ 1
2
= L(unj ,u
n
j+1), Λ
n
j+ 1
2
= Λ(unj ,u
n
j+1). (11)
(10) serves as a template of evolution from unj to u
n+1
j .
In order to construct a Roe matrix A˜ that follows the Roe conditions, Roe solver utilizes an analytical approach to
solve L and Λ based on F (u). The Roe matrix is then plugged into (10) to ultimately solve for u in (1). The Roe
solver made a ‘smart’ linearization of the Riemann problem, which is computationally efficient while still recognizing
the non-linear jumps in the problem. Compared with the other Riemann solvers, e.g. Godunov’s method [10] and
HLLC solver [35], it performs with less cost and less dissipation.
3.3 Neural network architecture
There are several inherent constraints of the Roe solver. First, it can only construct L and Λ for very limited number
of flux functions F (u). Given a F (u), constructing L and Λ that fulfill property U is difficult no matter through
numerical or analytical approach. Second, even with a constructed Roe matrix, the solution of (1) still cannot be found
accurately, since Roe solver does not offer a solution to find the best Roe matrices amongst all the possible matrices
that fulfill property U. To tackle this challenges, while preserving the inherent numerical advantages of the Roe solver,
we aim to develop a machine learning method that is capable of solving (1) given any arbitrary flux function with both
high efficiency and accuracy. A naive design choice of a neural network is to directly approximateL and Λ, which is
ineffective, however, due to the limited number of learning parameters by the number of componentsNc in (10).
To solve this problem, we incorporate pseudoinverses into a novel context to enable a hidden dimensionNh that could
be much larger (or smaller) than Nc. Specifically, we replace L
−1 in (10) with (LTL)−1LT , which is the pseudoin-
verse of L [23]. Pseudoinverse, or Moore–Penrose inverse [2][27] is well studied to produce least-square optimal
learning, to compute generic vector-Jacobian products used in automatic differentiation[6]. By having pseudoinverses,
we create a hidden dimension so that we are flexible with the number of parameters. This enhances the expressive
ability of our model by a great extent. Therefore, we define the neural-network version of (10) by replacing the inverse
of L with its pseudoinverse
u
n+1
j =u
n
j − λrL
+
j+ 1
2
(Λj+ 1
2
− |Λj+ 1
2
|)Lj+ 1
2
(unj+1 − u
n
j )
− λrL
+
j− 1
2
(Λj− 1
2
+ |Λj− 1
2
|)Lj− 1
2
(unj − u
n
j−1),
(12)
where L+ = (LTL)−1LT is the pseudoinverse of L.
Overall, RoeNet is constructed with two networks AL and AΛ , which learn L and Λ in (8) respectively. As shown in
Figure 1, RoeNet takes unj and its direct neighbors, u
n
j−1 and u
n
j+1, as the input, and outputs u
n+1
j .
Specifically, RoeNet contains two parts, each consists of a AL and a AΛ. The first part takes u
n
j−1 and u
n
j as input
of both AL and AΛ and outputs Lj− 1
2
through AL and Λj− 1
2
through AΛ. The input u
n
j−1 and u
n
j is a vector
(u
n,(1)
j−1 , · · · ,u
n,(Nc)
j−1 ,u
n,(1)
j , · · · ,u
n,(Nc)
j ) of length 2Nc. The output matrix Lj− 1
2
is of size (Nc × Nh), and the
other output matrix Λj− 1
2
is a diagonal matrix of size (Nh × Nh). The second part takes unj and u
n
j+1 as input
of both AL and AΛ and outputs Lj+ 1
2
through AL and Λj+ 1
2
through AΛ. The input u
n
j and u
n
j+1 is a vector
(u
n,(1)
j , · · · ,u
n,(Nc)
j ,u
n,(1)
j+1 , · · · ,u
n,(Nc)
j+1 ) of length 2Nc. The output matrices Lj+ 1
2
and Λj+ 1
2
take the same form
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Figure 1: The architecture of RoeNet. RoeNet takes the current conserved quantity unj and its direct neighbors, u
n
j−1
and unj+1, as the input, and outputs the next conserved quantity u
n+1
j . RoeNet contains two parts, each consists of
a AL and a AΛ. The first part takes u
n
j and u
n
j−1 as input of both AL and AΛ and outputs Lj− 1
2
through AL and
Λj− 1
2
through AΛ. The second part takes u
n
j and u
n
j+1 as input of both AL and AΛ and outputs Lj+ 1
2
through AL
and Λj+ 1
2
through AΛ. The outputs are combined through (12) to obtain u
n+1
j . A
+ represents the pseudoinverse of
A as A+ = (ATA)−1AT , shown in the blue dashed box. λr is the ratio of the temporal step size to the spatial step
size. The ResBlock has the same architecture as in [13] only with the 2D convolution layers replaced by linear layers.
The numbers in the parentheses are output dimensions of each Resblock.
as the output matrices in the first part. Given the four output matrices Lj− 1
2
, Λj− 1
2
, Lj+ 1
2
, and Λj+ 1
2
, we combine
them through (12) to obtain un+1j .
AL and AΛ both consist of a chain of ResBlock [13] with a linear layer at the end of size (Nh × Nc) and (Nh),
respectively. The Nh numbers learned by AΛ is transferred into a diagonal matrix of (Nh × Nh) with the learned
numbers as its diagonal. The ResBlock has the same architecture as in [13] only with the 2D convolution layers
replaced by linear layers. The numbers in the parentheses are output dimensions of each Resblock.
Note that although we only show the calculation for grid cell j, the process is the same for grid cells. Since each
node are calculated independent from the others except its closest neighbors, we train them in parallel to achieve high
efficiency.
In addition, to address different boundary conditions, we implement two ways of padding. For periodic boundary
conditions, we use the periodic padding, e.g., if j = 0, uj−1 = uNg , where Ng is the number of grid node. For
Neumann boundary conditions, we use the replicate padding, e.g., if j = 0, then we set unj−1 = u
n
0 .
4 Experiments
We examine our model’s ability of solving different first-order linear hyperbolic PDEs and a Riemann problem with a
nonlinear flux function, the Sod shock tube problem. Most importantly, we show our model is capable of predicting
discontinuity with smooth training data for inviscid Burgers’ equation. The details of the parameters we set and
important quantities about hidden layers can be found in Table 1. Note that for the last problem, inviscid Burgers’
equation, we use 2nd central difference to generate dataset, since there is no analytical solution for Burgers’ equation.
For all the problems, the range of x we aim to solve are from −0.5 to 0.5.
For all experiments, we use the Adam optimizer [16] with a learning rate 0.001. The learning rate decays with a ratio
of 0.9 for every 5 epochs. We use a batch size of 16 for all experiments. We choose the Mean Squared Error as our
loss function for all experiments. All the models are trained for 100 epochs and converge in less than 5 minutes in a
single Nvidia RTX 2080Ti GPU.
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Table 1
Experimental set-up of four PDE problems.
1C Linear 3C Linear Sod tube Inviscid Burgers
Boundary condition periodic Neumann Neumann periodic
Time step ∆t 0.01 0.001 0.001 0.001
Space step∆x 0.01 0.005 0.005 0.01
Training time span 0.1 0.02 0.02 0.001
Predicting time span 2 0.2 0.1 0.3
Dataset samples 100 2000 2000 100
Dataset generation analytical analytical analytical 2nd central difference
Components numberNc 1 3 3 1
Hidden dimensionNh 1 16 32 64
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Figure 2: Comparison of RoeNet and Roe solver for solving a one component linear hyperbolic PDE. (a) t = 0.3, (b)
t = 1.3, and (c) averaged deviation λu = 〈|u− uexact|〉 of the predicted solutions from the exact solution. The legend
"RoeNet (noise)" denotes the RoeNet with training noise ǫ ∼ N (0, 0.1).
4.1 First-order linear hyperbolic PDEs
We first show our model’s ability of predicting the results of different first-order linear hyperbolic PDEs of the form
(1) with F (u) = Au and with one or multiple components. HereA denotes a Nc ×Nc constant matrix.
Figure 2 shows the predicting results of the linear hyperbolic PDE with one component (1C Linear){
F = x,
u(t = 0, x) = e−300x
2
.
(13)
In Figure 2 (a), we plot the results using RoeNet, RoeNet with noisy training data, and Roe solver, as well as the
exact solution at t = 0.3. It is clear that RoeNet outperforms the numerical Roe solver even when RoeNet is trained
with noise ǫ ∼ N (0, 0.1). At larger t, the predictions made by RoeNet with or without noise stay accurate, while the
performance of the numerical Roe solver is getting worse, shown in Figure 2 (b). Figure 2 (c) shows the averaged
deviation λu = 〈|u− uexact|〉 of the predicted solutions from the exact solution, where 〈·〉 denotes the average over
[−0.5, 0.5]. The averaged deviation of RoeNet indicated by the red circle line in Figure 2 (c) is almost negligible,
showing the high accuracy of the prediction results made by RoeNet. The fact that the predicting error of RoeNet
even with noise is more than 10 times smaller than that of numerical Roe Solver shows the high accuracy and strong
robustness of RoeNet.
In addition, we apply RoeNet to solve a linear hyperbolic PDE with three components (3C Linear)

F =

 0.3237 2.705 5.41010.3597 −0.4388 −2.8777
−0.0144 0.0576 1.1151

x,
u(t = 0, x ≤ 0) = (0.4, 0.4, 0.4), u(t = 0, x > 0) = (−0.4,−0.4,−0.4).
(14)
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using RoeNet and Roe solver, and exact solutions of the three components u(1), u(2), and u(3) respectively.
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Figure 4: Riemann problem with three components and nonlinear flux function. (a), (b), and (c) plot the exact
solutions and the prediction results of the three components u(1), u(2), and u(3) using RoeNet and Roe solver.
Figure 3 shows the the exact solutions and the prediction results of the three components u(1), u(2), and u(3) of a
Riemann problem with linear flux function. From all three plots in Figure 3, we can observe that the predictions made
by RoeNet match the exact solutions perfectly, while these of Roe solver have obvious errors around the discontinuous
points (at x ≈ ±0.3).
4.2 Riemann problems with nonlinear flux functions
We now access the performance of our model on solving Riemann problems with nonlinear flux functions, which is in
the form of (1) with F (u) = A(u)u. Specifically, we apply our model to the Sod shock tube problem [30], which is
a one-dimensional Riemann problem in the following form

u = (ρ, ρv, E)T
F = [ρv, ρv2 + p, v(E + p)]T ,
(ρ, p, v)|t=0,x≤0 = (1, 1, 0), (ρ, p, v)|t=0,x>0 = (0.125, 0.1, 0),
(15)
where ρ is the density, p is the pressure, E is the energy, and v is the velocity. The pressure, p, is related to the
conserved quantities through the equation of state
p = (γ − 1)
(
1−
1
2
ρv2
)
(16)
with γ = 1.4. The time evolution of this problem can be described by solving the Euler equations, which leads to
three characteristics, describing the propagation speed of the various regions of the system. Namely the rarefaction
wave, the contact discontinuity and the shock discontinuity [30]. In Figure 4, we plot the three components of the
problem. Similar to the conclusion drawn from the previous section 4.1, RoeNet exhibits higher accuracy at predicting
the discontinuities of the nonlinear Riemann problem.
4.3 Predict discontinuity with smooth training data for inviscid Burgers’ equation
In this section, we exhibit the unique ability of our model to accomplish tacks that traditional machine learning ap-
proaches fail to complete. Given a short window of continuous training data, we aim to use our model to predict
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Figure 5: Inviscid Burgers’ equation with u(t = 0, x) = 0.5 + sin(2πx) at (a) t = 0, (b) t = 0.15, and (c) t = 0.3.
Since there is no analytical solution for this problem, we plot only the prediction results made by RoeNet and Roe
solver.
long-term discontinuity of a nonlinear hyperbolic PDE, the inviscid Burgers’ equation. Burgers’ equation is a funda-
mental PDE occurring in various areas, such as fluid mechanics, nonlinear acoustics, gas dynamics, and traffic flow.
The inviscid Burgers’ equation is a conservation equation, more generally a first order quasilinear hyperbolic equation,
which can develop discontinuities (shock waves) [5]. The set of equations is given by

F =
1
2
u2,
u(t = 0, x) =
1
2
+ sin(2πx).
(17)
Since there is no analytical solution for this problem, we plot only the prediction results made by RoeNet and Roe
solver at t = 0, t = 0.15, and t = 0.3 in Figure 5. The perfect match of the predictions made by RoeNet with
these made by Roe solver at all three time points shows that RoeNet successfully learn the future discontinuities of the
problem based only on short-term continuous training data. This is a breakthrough improvement in solving prediction
problems, as predicting long-term discontinuities from a short window of smooth training data is in general considered
impossible using traditional machine learning approaches.
5 Conclusion
We presented here Roe Neural Networks (RoeNets) in solving HCLs (1). Our experiments show higher accuracy
in stably predicting first-order linear hyperbolic PDEs with single or multiple components; RoeNet presents strong
robustness against the introduction of arbitrary noise. In both experiments, RoeNet outperforms the traditional Roe
solver, widely recognized as one of the most important modern high resolution, shock-capturing approximate Riemann
solvers. The capacity to accurately predict discontinuities without dissipation is further demonstrated in the nonlinear
Riemann setting. Uninformed of physical insights, RoeNet better captures the three physical characteristics: the
rarefaction wave, the contact discontinuity, and the shock discontinuity. Remarkably, RoeNet approaches the Burgers’
equation, a HCL that exhibits canonical discontinuities, in sufficient accuracy with limited training data that are strictly
continuous. The accuracy and robustness attained are entirely attributed to our proposed network structure, thus makes
contribution distinguishable from deep learning based solvers in which a priori knowledge of solutions and data are
encoded.
6 Broader Impact
This research marks a breakthrough improvement in solving HCLs by untilizing deep learning as a tool to solve the
Roe matrix, which cannot be directly constructed by any general numerical method. The ability of our model to gen-
erate highly accurate predictions of evolution of convection without dissipation makes our model a better candidate
in solving hyperbolic systems than the traditional numerical solvers. Moreover, our model makes significant advance-
ment in solving the prediction problem, as it is capable of predicting long-term discontinuities from a short window
of continuous training data, which is in general considered impossible using traditional machine learning approaches.
Since HCLs can describe the behaviors of shock waves and rarefaction waves which are common in physical envi-
ronments, our model enjoys broad applications in hydrodynamics, magnetohydrodynamics, aerodynamic, geophysics,
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and nuclear physics. This research does not bring any direct ethical consequence, but the application of our model to
fields like aerodynamic, nuclear physics can potentially cause ethical issues.
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